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Press release, September 2019 

 
 

Early bird invitation to the 27th edition of the International Fair PETROL STATION 

2020 & Carwash Area! 

The International Fair PETROL STATION organised by the Polish Chamber of 

Liquid Fuels next year will take place for the 27th time. It will be held on 13-15 May 

2020 – in EXPO XXI (Warsaw, ul. Prądzyńskiego). 

Petrol stations today are very different from those in 1990s. They are not just places where 
you fill up your vehicle with liquid or gas fuels, but constitute comprehensive service and 

distribution centres. You can have a coffee, eat a meal, take a rest, do your shopping. The 

shopping habits and the environment in which stations operate are changing. This is why, 
besides the infrastructure (pumping equipment, pipelines, tanks, control and security 

systems, etc.), at the International Fair PETROL STATION you can learn about entire lines 

of sales systems, common for the entire retail sector, and the extensive offer of additional 

services which add variety to those offered by the station. Many of exhibitors present here 
have been with the Polish Chamber of Liquid Fuels for years. Both international, global 

businesses, and domestic companies, which often started as small family firms providing 

services in local markets. For them, the Fair has been an opportunity to present their business 
to wider audiences, and a chance to compare the offers, solutions, technologies against world 

achievements. Just like the market and the business environment changed, the International 

Fair PETROL STATION has created a platform for their development. Today, many of them 
are conducting successful business abroad, promoting Polish economy. The Fair was created 

for petrol station owners, and they are the majority among visitors. This is because they find 

here everything that is indispensable in their business: modern technologies, ecological 

solutions thanks to which Polish stations are considered to be the most modern ones in the 
world, new business offers, such as e.g. electric vehicle charging stations, or methane fuel 

stations. Manufacturers of transport vehicles, logistic and energy product storage facilities 

are trying to make their offer more and more modern, safer, and its use – comfortable. Today, 
tankers come with state-of-the-art equipment, fixtures and electronics, fleet tracking systems 

(GPS), NO reloading equipment systems, etc. All this, in accordance with the ADR 

regulations, is to ensure security and efficiency of deliveries to retail outlets – petrol stations. 

The market success is determined by many factors. Product quality, range of services, service 
provided. The company’s kerb appeal to attract the customer includes properly lit canopies, 

clear information on pylons: visualisation. Both the petrol station as well as the carwash, 

shop and catering outlet attached to it are 24h facilities. They must be visible at night and 
during daytime, in any weather. The colour, intensity, etc. must be matched to any 

surroundings, situation, or location. This refers also to the clarity of advertising messages 

displayed, which opens a broad scope for implementation of digital signage. The place in 
which for the last 26 years a wide range of businesses have been presenting cutting-edge 

solutions and technologies, indicating new trends, but also providing advice, is the 

International Fair PETROL STATION. 
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After a period of modernisation, investing in safety, petrol station owners have been 
searching for an opportunity of expand the offer, and carwashes constitute a natural 

expansion. This is how the CARWASH ZONE has come about – the largest exhibition of 

vehicle-care equipment and services in Central and Eastern Europe, not just for passenger 

cars but also for lorries, tankers, heavy machinery, etc. Industry-specific workshops, 
competitions, expert stands and discussion fora where you can meet and talk to 

representatives of the government administration and central government offices have also 

been an integral part of the Fair from the very start. Entrepreneurs operating stations, wishing 
to keep their businesses afloat and retain jobs for their employees, must constantly change 

and expand their offer, adapting it to the customers’ needs. And the unceasing development 

of the business environment forces the development of technology. In the B2B relationships, 

electronic media are gaining importance. Nothing, however, will replace the face-to-face 

contact provided by the XXVII International Fair PETROL STATION 2020! 

See you in May! 
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